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News You Can Use: What Makes a Volunteer Crazy
I recently had a chance to sit with two of my board members on a long train ride up the Northeast corridor.
As our conversation flitted from topic to topic, I discovered these two women were seasoned Volunteers
having held a succession of positions for different organizations. Both had recently joined our board so it
gave me a unique opportunity to ask them how we were doing in terms of first impressions. I also asked
about their best and worst volunteer positions and what we could do to avoid making their "worst" list.
From this conversation came a laundry list of “What Makes A Volunteer Crazy!
10. Doing a job to find out it was unnecessary or already being done.
9. Jobs that are never done! No chance to celebrate completion.
8. The organization doesn't have a strong administrative core that uses good business principals. "Save us
from databases in Excel and budgets in Word."
7. Not knowing what is expected of them.
6. Not knowing when they will be released.
5. Not knowing the procedures and policies - or even worse learning that policies don't exist!
4. Not making a difference in the community whether it's the community based on geographic or
organization.
3. Finding out the decision has been made without you! Somehow the board doesn't include all in the
discussion - or has a discussion after the decision has actually been made.
2. Endless, pointless board meetings. We don't want reports read to us or listen to a litany of committee
reports that simply say what they are doing. We don't want to spend time reviewing task lists. Rather,
focus on exceptions and on strategy.
1. Discussing the same topic or issue over and over and over again.
And one other item that drives them crazy that just happens to be true in their professional and personal
lives too ... misusing email!
-- Peggy Hoffman, Mariner Management & Marketing, an AMC serving national, regional and local
associations.

